LIMITED WARRANTY:

LAI warrants this appliance shall be free from defects in materials and workmanship under normal home use for a period of one year from the date of receipt. During that period, defects will be repaired or the product will be replaced at the manufacturer's option without charge.

This warranty does not cover damage or failure which results from alteration, accident, misuse, abuse, neglect, commercial use, or improper maintenance as published in our use and care book. Incidental or consequential damages are not covered by this guarantee.

This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state.

FOR SERVICE:

Please call the Gevalia Kaffe Import Service at 1-800-438-2542 for further information on repair or replacement of a defective Coffee grinder. Gevalia Kaffe is only available through the Gevalia Kaffe Import Service.

To place an order or obtain additional information:

Call us toll free at:
1-800-GEVALIA
(1-800-438-2542)
IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS & SAFETY FEATURES

Model XCI0-B

When using electrical appliances, basic safety precautions should always be followed, including the following:
1. Read all instructions.
2. To protect against risk of electrical shock, do not immerse the cord, plug or the appliance in water or other liquids.
3. Close supervision is necessary when any appliance is used by or near children.
4. Unplug from outlet when not in use, before putting on or taking off parts, and before cleaning.
5. Avoid contacting moving parts.
6. Do not operate any appliance with a damaged cord or plug or after the appliance malfunctions, has been dropped or damaged in any manner.
7. The use of attachments are not recommended by the appliance manufacturer may result in fire, electric shock or injury to the user.
8. Do not use outdoors.
9. Do not let cord hang over edge of table or counter, or touch hot surfaces.
10. Check bean chamber for presence of foreign objects before using.
11. This appliance has a polarized plug (one blade is wider than the other). To reduce the risk of electric shock, this plug will fit in a polarized outlet only one way. If the plug does not fit fully in the outlet, reverse the plug. If it still does not fit, contact a qualified electrician. Do not modify the plug in any way. (Note: This statement should appear in a separate section called Safety Features along with the other statements we use for our coffeemaker manuals. The Safety Features section should appear after the Household Use Only statement below.)
12. This appliance is for household use only.
13. Do not use appliance for other than intended use.
14. Always check that the control is OFF before plugging cord into wall outlet. To disconnect, turn the control to OFF, then remove plug from wall outlet.
15. Do not place on or near a hot gas or electric burner or in a heated oven.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

HOUSEHOLD USE ONLY

NOTE: Unplug when not in use.
A USER’S GUIDE FOR GREAT COFFEE

1. Remove the Bean Chamber Lid and ensure the chamber is empty and clean. The Bean Chamber hold approximately 4 ounces of whole bean coffee. To ensure freshness, do not store coffee in the Bean Chamber if the Grinder will not be used for long periods of time.

2. Fill the bean chamber with Gevalia whole bean coffee.

3. Plug the cord into a 120 AC outlet.

4. The Fineness Selector is located on the left side of the unit, it contains a numbered progression of 8 grind settings which are indicated by the numbers 1-8. The lowest number indicates the finest setting, the highest number indicates the most coarse setting. Generally, the finer 1-2 range is used for electric pump style, espresso machines. The 3-4 range is used for electric Auto-Drip brewers that use a cone style coffee basket. The coarser 5-8 range is used for Auto-Drip brewers that use a flat coffee basket as well as a manual press pot or as they are also known a “French Press” and stove top espresso makers, also known as Mokka pots. Since coffee flavor is affected by your choice of water, brewing method, type of roast and quality of beans, these setting may have to be adjusted to satisfy your own taste preferences.

NOTE: The Grinder will not operate without the Collection Chamber and Lid inserted properly on the base of the unit.

NOTE: The Grinder will not operate without the Bean Chamber Lid properly positioned on the top of the unit.
Please note that some dark roasted coffees contain a greater amount of surface oil that can coat the Grinding Wheel causing the grinds to build up and eventually clog the Grinder. If you prefer to use dark roasted coffees you must remove the Grinding Wheel and clean the burrs with a brush after each use. Dark roasted coffees can also cause the surface oil to stick to the sides of the Bean Chamber. To remove this residue, wipe the Bean Chamber with a soft clean cloth. Cleaning the Grinder on a regular basis is essential to maintain proper operation. Place the Collection Chamber with the Lid into the base of the Grinder and make sure it clicks securely into place. Fine coffee grinds can leak out of the edge of the Collection Chamber if any of the parts have been damaged or not positioned properly. Adjust the Fineness Selector and set the Timer for how much coffee you want to brew. Turning the Timer to the right will increase the amount of coffee ground. At the highest setting, the grinder will operate for approximately one minute. Push the On/Off button to start the Grinder. The Grinder will switch off automatically when it reaches the operating time selected.

**NOTE:** If you wish to end the cycle early during grinding, either rotate the Timer counterclockwise until the Grinder shuts off or push the On/Off button.

Measure your coffee as you normally would or use the scoop provided. For a strong, full-bodied coffee Gevalia recommends using one scoop (or a slightly rounded tablespoon) for each six fluid ounces of water. Since coffee strength may vary due to your choice of water, brewing method, type of roast and quality of beans, you may have to adjust the recipe to satisfy your own taste preferences.

**CLEANING/ STORAGE INSTRUCTIONS:**

1. Before cleaning, unplug the Grinder from the power outlet.

2. Wash the Collection Chamber and Lid in warm soapy water, rinse and dry. Do not use a dishwasher.

3. Clean the Bean Chamber with a brush to remove any residual coffee and wipe with a soft clean cloth. Turn the Grinding Wheel clockwise and lift up to remove for cleaning. Clean the burrs with a brush and make sure to lock the Grinding Wheel securely (turn counterclockwise) before using again. Remove residual grinds from the coffee chute above the Collection Chamber with a small soft brush or pipe cleaner to prevent particles from building up and clogging the unit.

4. The Grinder body may be wiped with a damp cloth. Never use any cleaners with a strong scent since coffee will absorb such odors.